The notion of complexity for compact convex sets introduced by Billera and Bixby is considered. It is shown that for zz > 3 there are sets in R" of complexity zz. Also for zz = 3 the maximal complexity is 3.
(1) x>>0 for every z and /, and (2) V¡=lx\= 1 for i= 1,2,-.., m.
We define the function zz from the set of allocations to R" by u((x[)) = (uy(x\, x\, ...,x)), ■■.,«"(*». *£ •",*;)).
The image of zz is a compact subset of R" (see [l] ). A subset VCR" is attainable if for some zz, V = ip € R": p < zz(x) for some allocation ix)\. In a recent paper by Billera and Bixby it was shown that for any compact convex set C C R", the set V = C -R*l is attainable for some iu,, u~,
on Im, where m can be chosen so that m < nin -l). They defined the coz7z-plexity of V (or C) to be the minimal ttz for which this is true, and the complexity of n (com(zz)) to be the maximal complexity of an attainable set in R".
It follows from the work of Billera and Bixby that com (tí) < 72(72 -l). It is easy to see that com (2) = 1, and in their paper they gave an example of an attainable set in R3 with complexity 2, i.e. 2 < com (3) < 6. One of them conjectured that com (zz) = n -1 for all 72.
In §2 we prove that for every n, n > 3, there is an attainable set of complexity n and, therefore, com (72) > 72 for n > 3.
3 we show that com(3) = 3.
We are grateful to Nimrod Megiddo who made valuable comments about the problem. B is an open set in the relative topology of I"1. Since all the bundles of B can be allocated to the 72th player without changing the bundle of the first player, it follows from property (b) that zz is bounded by a. on B . So zz has a local maximum in B and by concavity it must be a global maximum on Va. But this contradicts the requirement that p* is attained and establishes the truth of the claim.
Observe that x¿. > 0, for if xjy = 0 then x?, = 1 and z'j > k, which is not the case. Next, repeat the above argument with the 2nd and 72th players instead of the 1st and 72th players to conclude that there is an index z', 1 < i-< k, such that x\2 = 0 tot every j, j 4 2,n, and x2 > q. Notice this gix y, x2) = max\S £ R: ix y + 8, 1 -X. +8, 1 -x2) e V\.
It is easy to verify that g is continuous and concave.
Now we shall define utility functions on I* and prove that these utility functions generate V.
UyiXy, X2, Xj) = Xy+ g^, X^, uAx , x , xA -x. + g(l -x,, xA, 
